
COVID 19 Guidelines for Beaver State Can Chasers  
Memorial Day Race in Roseburg 

 
Race will be held over three days. We will offer two go's at $500 each go for the weekend. 
 
With the strict guidelines due to COVID 19 this format and rules MUST be followed. 
 
Everyone must be pre entered by Calling In to Terri Leach on May 20-21 from the hours of 11-7, 
541-673-0690 or 541-580-3683 No text or email entries will be accepted...YOU MUST CALL IN 
AND REQUEST YOUR DAY, the days will be given in order they are called in and requested 
until the slots of 25 are filled up each day. You will have the option to PayPal your entries or pay 
at the race. 
E/F's are $50 for each Open run, $10 office fee per open and SR. and Youth will be $20 
We will offer Pee Wee's as well, ironing out when they will run...Will have schedule soon. 
 
You will choose which day you want to make your runs. We will allow up to 50 people a day to 
run grouped in two groups of 25. One group will be staged in the upper parking lot and the 
second group will be in the lower parking lot. We will run one group for the first go, ,then the 
second group also for the first go. Then we will run the first group again for the second go 
followed by the second group for the second go. We will offer Sr. and Youth sidepot classes for 
each go, however, they are a roll over only from the OPEN class. You do not have to run both if 
you do not want to, we will offer a roll into the second go since it is the same day, but you can 
run both if you choose. 
 
We will offer time onlys in the group format. These will be done by the same groups of 25 as 
well, however there will be five of you in that time only slot at a time let in the arena for 10 
minutes for $10. These will happen when you arrive at the time specified on the schedule so 
read carefully and be ready or you will not get any arena time. There will be no OPEN ARENA 
so prepare for the time only format if you want in there. 
 
There are specific start times we will be putting on here soon. For now, just prepare to call in 
and get entered. Checks will be mailed on Monday once the races are completed. We will post 
results Sunday night so everyone can see where they ended up. 
 
It is a bit different but there is no camping or stalling allowed at this point with the restrictions. So 
show up, run and you can leave. Pretty simple really. Any questions please email or call us. 


